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Abstract 
Fleissner, W., J. Kulesza and R. Levy, Remainders of normal spaces, Topology and its Applications 
49 (1993) 167-174. 
If X is totally compact, then X is the Stone-tech remainder of a normal space. A partial converse: 
if X is first countable and the Stone-tech remainder of a normal space, then X is locally compact. 
Every metric space, but not every first countable space, is the remainder of a normal space. For 
countable spaces, or even countable spaces which are locally compact except at one point, there 
are examples, but few theorems. We show that a construction of Porter and Woods applies to 
certain examples only if b = b. We investigate the property that all normal images are compact, 
and show that large products minus small subsets have this property. 
Keywords: Remainder, normal, locally compact, countable type, Stone-tech, Z-product, count- 
able spaces. 
AMS( MOS) subj. Class.: 541340, 54D15. 
By “space” we mean “Tychonov space”. Often we say “is” or “=” when “is 
homeomorphic to” is more precise. For a space X, let /3X be the Stone-Tech 
compactification of X, and set X” = pX\X. Set x(X) = {K: X is dense in K, 
compact}, and Rem(X) = {K\X: K E Z(X)}. We freely use the cardinals 6, c, b, 
and t defined in [8]. We will study the classes 
( T4)* = ( Y”: Y is normal} and Rem( T4) = u {Remf Y): Y is normal). 
While it is implausible that there are other nice characterizations of these classes 
in general, it is Iikely that there are nice characterizations if certain properties are 
added-e.g. locally compact, first countable, or countable. 
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1. Local compactness and first countability 
For X a space and p an infinite regular cardinal, define 
G(X,P)=(PX~(P+I))\(X~{P])=(PXXP)U(X*X{P]). 
Proposition 1. (a) Ifp is uncountable, then G(X, p)* = X. 
(b) If X is not locally compact and p is uncountable, then G(X, p) is not normal. 
(c) [6, Theorem 21 If X is locally compact and p is suficiently large-p > ]/?Xl 
@ices-then G(X, p) is normal. 
(d) If X is locally compact, then X E ( T4)*. 
Proof. For more discussion, see [6]. 
(a) Use Glicksberg’s theorem [2,3.12.21(c)]. 
(b) If XE X has no compact neighborhood, then the closed sets {x} xp and 
X” x {p} cannot be separated. 
(c) If AC G(X, p) and (x, p) E cl A (where closure is in PX x (p+ l)), then 
{ y E p: (x, y) E cl A} is club in p. 
(d) Immediate from (a) and (c). 0 
For A a subset of a space X, we say that a family % of open subsets of X is an 
outer base for A if whenever V is open in X and A c V, then there is U E % with 
A c U c V Define ct( Ou, K, X) to mean (1) % is a countable family of open subsets 
of X, (2) n % is compact and covers K, and (3) % is an outer base for n Ou. A 
space X has countable type [l] if for every compact subset K, there is % so that 
ct( Ou, K, X). A closed subspace of a product of a metric space and a locally compact 
space has countable type. If for all x E X, there is 011 so that ct( %, {x}, X), then X 
has pointwise countable type [ 11. A closed subspace of a product of a first countable 
space and a locally compact space has pointwise countable type. 
Proposition 2. X has countable type iff G(X, w) is normal. Hence, if X has countable 
type, then X E Rem( TJ. 
Proof. + Set G = G(X, w) and P = PX x (w + 1). Let H and F be closed disjoint 
in G. Note that K = cl,H ncl,F is a compact subset of XX(W); let % satisfy 
ct(%, K, X). Set L= P\[n 011 x(w)], a a-compact, hence normal space. Intersect 
open sets separating cl, H and cl, F with G. 
+ Let K be a compact subset of X. Let V be open in G such that K x w c VC 
clG Vc G\(X* x {CO}). Define V,, so that Vn (/3X x {n}) = V,, x {n}. By induction, 
define open sets U,, so that 
Kc U,,ccl U,,c V,,n US_,. 
Set %=(U,nX: now}. II 
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Proposition 3. Assume that X has pointwise countable type and does not include a 
copy of w*. (It s&ices that X be first countable.) X E (T,)* i,ffX is locally compact. 
Proof. * Proposition 1. 
+ We assume that X has pointwise countable type, that X = Y* for a normal 
space Y, and that x E X has no compact neighborhood. We will prove that X 
includes a copy of w*. Let Q = { U, : n E w} satisfy ct(%, {x}, X). For each n E o, 
cl* U,, is not compact, so there is y, E clpy U,,\cl, U,,. We can arrange that the y, 
are distinct. Then N = { yn : n E w} is a copy of w; N is closed; and Y is normal. 
Thus, clp, N=pw, and w*cX. 0 
Suppose that X = K\ Y, where K E ZK( Y) and Y is normal. Then cl, X E r{(X), 
and cl,X\X is a closed subspace of the normal space Y. We have justified the 
simple but useful: 
Observation 4. If X is a remainder of a normal space, then X has a remainder which 
is normal. Contrapositively, if every R E Rem(X) is not normal, then X .@ Rem( T4). 
The converse of Observation 4 is valid for locally compact X (both the hypothesis 
and conclusion are true) and for nowhere locally compact X(R E Rem(X) iff 
X E Rem(R)), but not for all spaces X. (See Example D). 
Let us recall the following results [2, 3.7.16, 1.5.20, 3.12.20(e)]. 
Lemma 5. (a) If R E Rem(X), then there is a perfect h from X* onto R. 
(b) If h : S+ T is closed, onto, and S is normal, then T is normal. 
(c) h(-y, 6) = min{-y, S} is a perfect map of the not normal space w, x wI\{(w,, wl)} 
onto the normal space W, , 
From Observation 4 and Lemma 5(a), we see that X e! Rem( T4) if X” is not 
normal and has the property that all normal images are compact (we investigate 
this property, which we abbreviate ANIC, in Section 3). To show X r~ Rem( T4) 
using Observation 4 it is not sufficient to find one not normal space R E Rem(X). 
For then, X” is not normal, but some other R’E Rem(X) might be normal. To 
succeed with this approach, we seek conditions that imply not normal and are 
preserved inversely and directly by perfect maps (so that if one R has these 
conditions, then X* and all R’ are not normal). 
Define CptCov(A) to be the least cardinality of a family of compact subsets of 
A whose union is A. Call a subset A of a space S abnormally placed if for all open 
U covering A, CptCov(A) < CptCov(c1, U). To justify the name, note that if S is 
locally compact and has a closed, abnormally placed subset A, then S is not normal. 
(Let AC U Y, where each VE ‘If is an open set with compact closure, and 1 “Irl = 
CptCov(A). Then there is no open set U with AC U c cl, U c U Y) In the 
Tychonov plank, the short edge is abnormally placed. In a q-space [2,3.61], every 
countable infinite set of nonisolated points is abnormally placed. 
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Lemma 6. Let h : S + T be perfect. 
(a) S contains a closed discrete subset of cardinality K 2 w i# T does. 
(b) S is locally compact iff T is. 
(c) CptCov( S) = CptCov( T). 
(d) S contains an abnormally placed closed subset ifl T does. 
Example A. Q* is the Stone-tech remainder of the normal space Q, has pointwise 
countable type, but is not locally compact. So the converse of Proposition l(d) fails, 
and the hypothesis X does not include w* cannot be omitted from Proposition 3. 
Example B. Let F = 2”1; let < be the lexicographic order: f < g iff f(a) < g(cy), 
where LY is least such that f(a) # g(a). Let H be the set of h in F such that either 
h’(0) or h’(1) has a last element. (Warning! H is a proper subset of the set of 
eventually constant functions). H is the Stone-Tech remainder of the normal space 
F\H, yet H does not have pointwise countable type. 
Example C. Let D be the “double arrow” space: D = I x {0, l} with the lexicographic 
order, where I = [0, 11. Let S be the subspace I x (1); S is the Sorgenfrey line plus 
an isolated point. Let X = D2\S2. X is first countable and nowhere locally compact. 
X has the not normal remainder S2. By Lemma 6(a), every R E Rem(X) has a closed 
discrete subset of cardinality c. Recall that if A is a dense subset of a space 2, then 
n(A) = r(Z). Thus, for all K E Y{(X), r(X) = n(K) = n(K\X). Countable 
n-weight implies separable. By Jones’ lemma [2, 1.5.101, every R E Rem(X) is not 
normal. By Observation 4, X r? Rem( TJ. 
Example D. Let v and p be uncountable regular cardinals with v<p. The objects 
in this example can be given indices V, p, which we will omit. Let P be the product 
space ( p + 1) x (v + 1); let c be the corner point (p, v); let R be the right edge 
{p} x V; let T be the top edge p x {v}; let T” be a tail of T, [a, p) x {v}; and let 
A = P\(c). A is almost compact (i.e., IA”1 = I{c}l = 1). Let f: A + Z be a continuous 
surjection. Either @f(c) E Z, or pf(c) E Z*. In the first case, Z is compact; in the 
second case, f is perfect and Z is not normal because R is abnormally placed in A. 
Set X = P\(R u T). Because X” is normal and (X*)* has two points, every 
continuous image of X* is normal. A fortiori, every S E Rem(X) is normal. Suppose 
that K E YC( Y) and X = K\ Y. Set h = p id x and Z= h[A]. Z is not normal; for 
sufficiently large a, h[ R] and h[ T”] are disjoint closed sets that cannot be separated. 
Note that h[R u T] c Y and Y is dense in Z. Hence, Y is not normal and 
X & Rem( T4). 
2. Countable spaces which are locally compact at one point 
Although these spaces are in some sense “simple” and “almost” locally compact, 
their behavior in context of being normal remainders seems as varied as that of 
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arbitrary spaces. After introducing our tools, we present three examples: the first 
in (TI)“, the second in Rem( T4)\( T4)*, and the third not in Rem( T4). Then, assuming 
that b = b (in words, that there is a scale in w*) we present two examples in spaces 
in ( 7’4)* with special convergence properties. We close with a result suggesting that 
such spaces cannot be constructed within ZFC. 
Observation 7. Suppose Y is normal, and X = Y” is locally compact except at one 
point, 00. Then R = clBy X\X is normal and almost compact. 
Proof. R is closed in the normal space Y. Hence PR = clpv R = R Y(W) 
[2,3.6.8]. 0 
The prototypic examples of normal, almost compact (NAC) spaces are the ordinals 
of uncountable cofinality. Examples which are not simple variations of regular 
cardinals-e.g. perfect images of perfect preimages-seem special and hard to find 
E31* 
The new tool for showing that spaces are in (T4)* is a recent construction of 
Porter and Woods, which we rephrase as Proposition 8. Note that (8.1) is satisfied 
if S is countable, locally compact and cf(h) > w. 
Proposition 8 [6, Theorem 31. Let X have theform S u {A}. X E ( T4)* ifthefollowing 
two conditions hold: 
S is locally compact, closed pseudocompact subsets of S are compact, 
and the tightness of S is less than cf(A j. (8.1) 
There is C&E 7g(X) such that aS= Su [0, A]. (8.2) 
Perhaps (8.2) should be amplified. The point set of (YS is the disjoint union of S 
and [0, A]. The topologies of X, S, and [0, A] (with the order topology) agree with 
their topologies as subspaces of ruS. 
Example E (cf. [2, 3.12.171). Let 9= {F, : a <K}C 8(W) SatiSfyI (1) K iS a regular 
cardinal, (2) if (Y < 6 <K, then IF,,\& = w and IF,\&] < w, and (3) there is no 
E E [w]” so that ]E\F,/ < w for all (Y < K. Define a space X with point set w u {K): 
basic open sets are {n) for n E w and {K} W (F,\e) for LY < K and eE [WI’“. X is 
countable, locally compact except at K, and not sequential. Porter and Woods 16) 
show that there is czw E Y{(w) such that aw = w v [0, K]; hence, by Proposition 8, 
x E (I&)*. 
Proving the existence of 9 requires no axioms beyond ZFC. Working in ZFC we 
can say only that t d K S c. (t is defined to be the least such K.) 
Example F. Let X=(wxw)u{~}. Basic open sets are {(n,m)} for (n,m)Ewxw 
and (00) u {(n, m) E w x w: k < m} for k E W. X is metric and not locally compact, 
hence X E Rem( T4)\( T4)*. 
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Example G. Embed the Tychonov plank, T, into the product 2’. Let p E 2’ be (the 
image of) the corner point. Let r’= {y,, : n E w} be a countable dense subset of 2’. 
Set r={(~,,,n): n~~}u{(p,w)}~(2~x(o+l))=Z Now c1,~=~u2’~{0} is 
compact; cl, r\r, which is (homeomorphic to) 2’\{ p}, has a closed, locally compact, 
subset T with an abnormally placed closed subset. By Lemma 6, every R E Rem(T) 
has this property; by Observation 4, rG Rem( TJ. 
We could have used any almost compact ANIC space of weight at most c in place 
of T. 
Example H [2, 1.6.191. Let X = (w x CO) u{w(n): n E co}u{K}. Basic open sets are 
{(n,m)} for (n,m)~wx~; {~(n)}u{(n,m): k(m) for n,kEw; and {K}U 
{w(n): k<n}u{(n,m): ken and +(n)<m} for kEw and +:(w\n)+w. X is 
countable, sequential, and not Frechet. Porter and Woods [6] show 
If b = b = K, then there is aX E Y{(X) such that aX = X u [0, K]. 
Hence, by Proposition 8, if b = b = K, then X E ( T4)*. 
(H#) 
Example I (cf. [2, 1.6.181). Let X = (w x w) u {K}. Basic open sets are {(n, m)} for 
(n,m)~wXw and{K}U{(n,m): 4(n) G m} for 4: o + w. X is countable, Frechet, 
and not first countable. Analogously to (H#), we can prove 
If b = b = K, then there is (YX E Y’(X) such that aX = X u [0, K]. 
Hence, by Proposition 8, if b = b = K, then X E (TJ*. 
(I#) 
Proposition 9. The converses of (H#) and (I#) hold. Explicitly, let X be the space of 
either Example H or Example I. Suppose there is K E YC(X) so that K\X E [0, A), an 
ordinal space. Then b < cf(A), and cf(A) G 6. Hence such a compactiJication exists ifs 
there is a scale in ww. 
Proof. ~=x(K,X)GX(K, K)=$(K, K)=cf(h)+w=cf(A). Towards cf(A)sb, we 
assume p < cf(A), and prove p < b. Let {fa : a <p} be <*-increasing in ww so that 
fe(n)<fa(n+l) for all a<p and nEw. Let L,=clK {(n,m)EWxw: m<f,(n)}. 
Set 6, = sup{sup L, n A: LY <p}; note 0 <A. Let T be a countable subset of X 
converging to f3 + 1 E A. Define from T a function g E ww: g(n) = m, where m is least 
sothat(n+i,m)ET,whereiisleastsothat({n+i}xo)nT#(D.Thenforalla<p, 
fa <* g because T n L, is finite. We conclude that p <b and cf(A) G b. 0 
3. Spaces all whose normal images are compact 
We start with easy observations. Every compact space satisfies ANIC vacuously, 
and the only normal ANIC spaces are the compact ones. Furthermore, since every 
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nonpseudocompact space admits a mapping onto a noncompact subset of the real 
line, every ANIC space is pseudocompact. 
We have already mentioned a number of almost compact ANIC spaces: the 
Tychonov plank, the spaces A, of Example D, and almost compact W-spaces [5]. 
All these examples include an abnormally placed closed subset. Assuming 0 and 
using the techniques of [4], we can construct two “Ostaszewski” spaces 0, 0’ so 
that @Ox PO’\{corner point} is an almost compact ANIC space which does not 
include an abnormally placed closed subset. The following proposition helps us 
find examples of a different type. 
Lemma 10. Suppose that X is a space such that for each p E X* there is an almost 
compact, ANIC, closed subset A,, of X such that p E clpx AP. Then X is ANIC. 
Proof. Let f: X + Y be a continuous surjection. If Y is not compact, there exists 
a p E X* such that pf( p) kf Y. Then f’(A,) is a closed noncompact subset of Y and, 
therefore, is not normal. Hence, Y is not normal. Cl 
The converse of Lemma 10 fails. 
Example J. Let X be the subspace of (w,+l)x (witl) x(w,+l) given by X = 
(o,+1)x(w,+1)xw~u(w~~w~~~~oo~. X is ANIC, but there is a point 
(specifically, ( w2, 04, wo)) in X* which is not in the closure in PX of any almost 
compact subset of X. 
Proposition 11. Let CY be an uncountabze c~rdinul and let B = 2” with the product 
topology. Let C be a subset of B such that ICI < 2”. Then X = B\C is A NIC. 
Proof. We first show that there is a Z-product S such that S c X = B. It will follow 
from [7,1X], that B = PX. View B as 2”““l. For each subset M of (Y, let xM : (Y x wI + 2 
be the characteristic function of M x w,. Then the E-products based on xM are 
disjoint for distinct sets M. Therefore, there is a collection of 2” pairwise disjoint 
Zproducts in B. Since ]C/ <2*, there is a Z-product which misses C. 
By Lemma 10, it suffices to show that for each p E C, there is a closed 7” c X 
such that p E cl, TP and such that T, is homeomorphic to the Tychonov plank 7: 
Let Q be the space obtained from @T x 2* by identifying the compact set {(wl, wo)} x 
2” to a single point a. Because Q has weight cr, it embeds in B. Since B is 
homogeneous, for each p E C, there is an embedding eP : Q -+ B such that e,(o) = p. 
Since Q\(a) is the union of 2* pairwise disjoint closed copies of T and since 
(Cl <2”, there is a copy A,, of T which is a subset of Q\(a) and such that 
p~cl~e,[A,,] and eP[Ap]c X. Let T,= e,[A,]. Then TP has the desired 
properties. Ei 
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